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U.S. Department of Justice
United States Attorney
Eastern District of New York
DMB:DSS/HLJ/DR
F.#2012R00387

271 Cadman Plaza East
Brooklyn, New York 11201

October 3, 2012
By ECF
The Honorable George C. Hanks, Jr.
United States Magistrate Judge
Southern District of Texas
515 Rusk Avenue
Houston, TX 77002
Re:

United States v. Alexander Fishenko, et al.
Criminal Docket No. 12-626 (SJ) (E.D.N.Y.)

Dear Judge Hanks:
The government submits this letter in support of its
motion for a permanent order of detention with respect to
defendants Alexander Fishenko, Alexander Posobilov and Viktoria
Klebanova (collectively, the “defendants”) in the above-captioned
case. The defendants are scheduled to appear before the Court
today for arraignment on a 25-count indictment charging them
with, inter alia, exporting advanced microelectronics to Russia,
including to Russian military and intelligence agencies, without
obtaining required licenses, in violation of the Arms Export
Control Act (“AECA”) and the International Emergency Economic
Powers Act (“IEEPA”). All three defendants are also charged with
obstruction of justice, and Fishenko is charged with acting as an
unregistered agent of the Russian government by illegally
procuring these technologies. For the reasons set forth below,
defendants Fishenko, Posobilov and Klebanova pose a significant
risk of flight, and therefore no combination of bail conditions
would ensure their continued appearance.
I.

Background
A.

The Scheme

The investigation that gave rise to the instant charges
began in approximately July 2010, and has involved extensive
court-authorized electronic surveillance of the defendants’
telephone and email communications. The investigation has
revealed that Fishenko acted as an agent of the Russian
government by illegally procuring sophisticated microelectronics
for Russian government agencies, including military and
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intelligence agencies, through his Houston-based corporation Arc
Electronics, Inc. (“Arc”), of which he is President and Chief
Executive Officer. For national security reasons, the export of
these microelectronics is controlled by the Department of
Commerce (“DOC”) and the Department of State. The
microelectronics, which included microcontrollers,
microprocessors, static random access memory chips and analog-todigital converters, have applications in a wide array of military
systems, including radar and surveillance systems, missile
guidance systems and detonation triggers. An analysis of
publicly available information reveals that Russian-made antiship missiles, as well as the developmental iteration of the MiG
35 fighter jet, use U.S.-origin memory chips and microprocessors
similar, and in some cases identical, to those supplied by the
defendants. The Russian military is currently undergoing a
large-scale modernization campaign, and many of the sophisticated
electronics necessary for electronic weapons systems, including
those exported by the defendants, cannot be purchased in Russia
and often can only be purchased from United States-based
companies.
Communications intercepted during the investigation
revealed that a large portion of the technology exported by the
defendants was destined for Russian military and intelligence
agencies. Indeed, an analysis of Arc’s accounting data revealed
a striking similarity between fluctuations in Arc’s gross
revenues and the Russian Federation’s defense spending over the
last several years. In addition, a letter recovered during the
course of the investigation revealed that the end user of the
electronics exported by Arc was the Federal Security Service
(“FSB”), Russia’s domestic intelligence agency (attached hereto
as Exhibit A). Specifically, an FSB electronics production
laboratory sent the letter complaining that certain microchips
purchased from Arc through an affiliate of defendant Apex System,
L.L.C. (“Apex”), a Moscow-based firm of which Fishenko is also a
principal, were defective and needed to be replaced. The Apex
affiliate then forwarded the letter to Arc for replacement of the
microchips.
Fishenko conducted this illicit procurement activity
through Arc, a Houston-based corporation owned by Fishenko and
his wife, and through Apex. In addition to Fishenko, seven Arc
employees have been charged with a variety of export violations
and related offenses. During the time period of the conspiracy,
Posobilov acted as Arc’s director of procurement, and Klebanova
was an Arc salesperson. The investigation has revealed that the
defendants systematically evaded export laws and defrauded U.S.
manufacturers and suppliers by lying about the actual end users
and intended applications of the microelectronics they sought to
2
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purchase. In addition, Arc often concealed its function as an
exporter and re-seller, falsely claiming on its website and
directly to suppliers that it manufactured benign commercial
products such as traffic lights, when in fact it manufactured no
goods whatsoever.
Arc has been in operation since at least 1998. Since
2002, Arc has earned approximately $50 million in gross revenue
by exporting microelectronics and other advanced technology to
Russia. Although Arc has sent hundreds of shipments containing
thousands of controlled parts to Russia, neither Arc nor its
associated entities, principals and employees have ever obtained
an export license from the DOC or the Department of State.
Arc typically received requests for microelectronics
and other high-tech goods from Russian procurement firms via
email. Arc employees then contacted various U.S.-based
manufacturers and distributors (the “suppliers”) via email to
inquire about price and availability of the desired goods. When
the suppliers responded, they often notified Arc if the item was
subject to export controls and also requested end use
information, including the identity of the ultimate recipient of
the technology and the nature of the intended application. Arc
often provided false end use information to induce the suppliers
to sell the requested components and to avoid further scrutiny.
In addition, Arc often sent the components to Russia via
transshippers located in Finland, Canada and Germany, and
obtained payments from Russian procurement firms via wire
transfers through shell companies located in countries such as
the British Virgin Islands, Panama and Belize. Arc’s principal
port of export during the course of the conspiracy was John F.
Kennedy International Airport in the Eastern District of New
York.
B.

Obstruction of Justice

In August and September 2011, Fishenko, Posobilov,
Klebanova and others obstructed an anticipated DOC inquiry by
falsifying documents and deleting records pertaining to two
shipments of controlled transistors to Apex. Following the two
exports at issue, the manufacturer requested verification that
the parts were sent to the end user provided. Recorded
communications reveal that, when pressed, Fishenko made
conflicting statements regarding the application of the parts.
Fishenko ultimately claimed that the parts were intended for a
Russian ground-based GPS system that would check for vehicles on
a civilian airport runway. After several attempts to understand
the actual end use of the parts, and the nature of the end users,
the manufacturer advised Fishenko and Posobilov that it would be
3
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filing a Voluntary Self Disclosure (“VSD”) with the DOC regarding
the illegal export of these parts and recommended that ARC do so
as well.
Subsequently, Fishenko, Posobilov and Klebanova began
an extensive effort to falsify documents and other items relating
to the transactions in preparation for the VSD and a potential
investigation by the DOC. Shortly after the initial call with
the manufacturer, Posobilov spoke to co-defendant Dmitriy
Shegurov, an Apex executive. Posobilov asked Shegurov if the end
user Arc had previously provided, “Experimentalny Zavod,” was
real. Shegurov said he would check, and explained that “they”
bought the components under the name of a “layer” company.
Shegurov told Posobilov that he would “explore the ground to make
it look real if all of it is a lie, or will take contact
information if all of it is true.” Posobilov responded that they
didn’t have another choice, because “if they start providing a
different end user they will be f_cked.” That same day, Fishenko
emailed co-defendant Sergey Klinov, the CEO of Apex, and
requested that he provide backdated documents pertaining to the
transaction, as well as a letter from Experimentalny Zavod
affirming that the components were used for a civilian
application. Fishenko further directed Klinov to remove all
references to the Russian military from Apex’s website
“especially from the English section.” Thereafter, Fishenko and
Shegurov created a false end user certification purporting to be
from Experimentalny Zavod. In addition, Apex’s website was
changed to remove references to the Russian military, including
images of missiles and military aircraft, as well as a
certificate stating that Apex’s affiliate Arsenal was a certified
supplier of electronics to the Russian Ministry of Defense
(attached hereto as Exhibit B).
On August 19, 2011, in a telephone conversation with an
Arsenal employee, Klebanova told the employee that all emails
from Arsenal had been deleted and that Arsenal should not be
mentioned in any future emails to Arc. On September 30, 2011,
Klebanova reiterated this warning in an email to multiple Apex
and Arsenal employees, and requested that they not reference
anything to do with the Russian military in future emails. On
September 27, 2011, ARC filed a VSD with the DOC, which was
signed by Fishenko.1 The VSD falsely stated: “Since delivery, we
understand that the [p]roducts have remained under the control of
Although Arc styled its submission as a “Voluntary
Self Disclosure,” as noted above Arc filed the submission only
after having been informed by the manufacturer that the
manufacturer intended to submit a disclosure regarding these
transactions to the DOC.
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the intended end-user, and have been used only to produce civil
inland radar airport traffic control systems.” However, as set
forth above, Fishenko had actively fabricated the end use
documentation for the shipments and knew that the statements in
the VSD were false.
II.

The Indictment

On September 28, 2012, a grand jury in the Eastern
District of New York returned an indictment charging Arc, Apex,
Fishenko, Posobilov and Klebanova, along with eight codefendants, with conspiring to violate IEEPA and AECA, and to
commit wire fraud, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 371. Fishenko,
Posobilov and Klebanova were also charged with multiple
substantive IEEPA violations, in violation of 50 U.S.C. § 1705,
and obstruction of justice, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1512(c).
Finally, Fishenko was charged with a substantive AECA violation,
in violation of 22 U.S.C. §§ 2778(b)(2) and 2778(c), conspiring
to commit money laundering, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§
1956(a)(2)(A) and (h), and acting as an unregistered agent of the
Russian government, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 951.
III.

Argument

Fishenko, Posobilov and Klebenova each have strong ties
to Russia and pose a significant risk of flight if they were to
be released pending trial. Pursuant to the Bail Reform Act, 18
U.S.C. §§ 3141, et seq., the Court may order a defendant detained
pending trial upon a determination that the defendant is either a
danger to the community or a risk of flight. See 18 U.S.C. §
3142(e) (detention appropriate where “no condition or combination
of conditions would reasonably assure the appearance of the
person as required and the safety of any other person and the
community”). A finding of risk of flight must be supported by a
preponderance of the evidence. See United States v. Fortna, 769
F.2d 243, 250 (5th Cir. 1985); United States v. Chimurenga, 760
F.2d 400, 405 (2d Cir. 1985). The Bail Reform Act specifies four
factors to be considered in the detention analysis: (1) the
nature and circumstances of the crimes charged; (2) the history
and characteristics of the defendant; (3) the seriousness of the
danger posed by the defendant’s release; and (4) the evidence of
the defendant’s guilt. See 18 U.S.C. § 3142(g). In the instant
case, consideration of the factors under the Bail Reform Act
warrants detention.
As to the first factor, the offenses charged in the
indictment involve conduct that directly impacts the national
security of the United States. In addition, the defendants face
substantial sentences. If convicted of the charges currently
5
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pending against them, the defendants face up to 5 years’
imprisonment for conspiracy, 20 years’ imprisonment for each
substantive export violation and 20 years’ imprisonment for
obstruction of justice. Fishenko also faces up to 20 years’
imprisonment for money laundering, and up to 10 years’
imprisonment for acting as an unregistered agent of the Russian
government. The government estimates that Fishenko faces a U.S.
Sentencing Guidelines range of 121-151 months’ imprisonment,
based solely on the export violations, obstruction of justice and
role enhancements. The government estimates that Posobilov’s
Guidelines range is 108-135 months’ imprisonment and Klebanova’s
Guidelines range is 78-97 months’ imprisonment.
Moreover, as evidenced by their obstruction of justice,
the defendants have demonstrated their willingness and ability to
impede the judicial process. Accordingly, upon their release
they are likely to disregard any conditions of bail set by the
Court and attempt to collude with co-conspirators or destroy or
conceal evidence. Finally, as set forth in greater detail below,
each of the defendants has substantial ties to Russia, and the
evidence of their guilt is overwhelming.
A.

Alexander Fishenko
1.

Fishenko’s Ties Abroad Render Him a
Significant Flight Risk

Fishenko was born in what was, at the time, the Soviet
Republic of Kazakhstan, and graduated from the Leningrad ElectroTechnical Institute in St. Petersburg, Russia. He immigrated to
the United States in 1994, and initially worked at a Circuit City
in the Houston area. In 1998, he founded Arc in Houston.
Fishenko became a naturalized citizen of the United States in
2003. Notably, in his initial asylum application Fishenko stated
that he had no prior military experience. However, he claimed
elsewhere that he served in a Soviet military intelligence unit
in Berlin in the 1980s. Although he has lived in the United
States since he immigrated, Fishenko has maintained significant
and continuing ties with Russia.
Fishenko has valid Russian and U.S. passports and
travels overseas frequently. Indeed, Fishenko has travelled
abroad every year since at least 1996, and typically makes two to
three international trips per year. Overall, Fishenko has
traveled to Russia and/or Europe twenty-six times since 1996. In
fact, Fishenko just returned from a two-week trip to Russia on
September 24, 2012. In addition, Fishenko has significant
ongoing personal and professional ties with Russia. He is in
frequent email and telephone contact with over a hundred business
6
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associates at procurement firms located in Russia. Fishenko’s
mother and sister currently live in Kazakhstan. Fishenko’s wife,
who is co-owner of Arc and also a naturalized U.S. citizen from
Russia, also holds a valid Russian passport.
As set forth above, in addition to owning and
operating Arc, Fishenko is also part owner of Moscow-based Apex.
While the investigation has revealed that Fishenko derives
substantial income from Apex’s operations, he appears to maintain
those assets in Russia. For example, on September 23, 2011,
Fishenko spoke via telephone to two Apex employees regarding a
recent visit to Moscow. Fishenko stated that “his annual visit
encouraged people in all departments to compile reports” and that
he “expected reports to be ready for his visit.” Fishenko
complained that he was owed a large amount of money from Apex and
couldn’t “be Apex’s sponsor any longer.” In addition, on
November 1, 2011, Fishenko sent an email to another Apex employee
stating that he was owed $10,000 in dividends and $30,000 from
certain orders and instructed the employee to put $10,000 on his
“card” and $30,000 into his personal account. Based on the
context of these conversations and an analysis of Fishenko and
Arc’s domestic bank accounts, it appears that much of the income
derived from Apex’s operations has not been transferred to the
United States. In addition, Fishenko maintains bank accounts in
Singapore. Fishenko’s access to funds overseas increases the
likelihood that he will attempt to flee.
2.

The Evidence of Fishenko’s Guilt is Overwhelming

During the course of the investigation, hundreds of
Fishenko’s pertinent email and telephone communications have been
recovered. These communications constitute devastating evidence
of Fishenko’s illegal procurement for the Russian government.
Fishenko has made many statements indicating his intent to evade
U.S. export controls and to obfuscate the true end use and end
users of the microelectronics he exported.
For example, on September 24, 2009, Fishenko engaged in
an email exchange with an employee of a Russian procurement firm.
Fishenko requested that the employee get an end user document
from a Russian factory “in a more presentable format.” The next
day, the employee responded and attached a new end user
statement, explaining, “This letter is pure forgery. I made it
using a copy machine.” This pattern of blatant fraud continued
for years. On January 19, 2012, Fishenko discussed obtaining
controlled components with another electronics broker. Fishenko
stated that he had not attempted to apply for an export license
because he did not want to invite scrutiny. Fishenko told the
distributor that, if he did apply for a license, the response
7
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might be “Sure, you can sell it, but we will keep an eye on you.”
Fishenko added, “Well, seriously. Why would I do that?” In
addition, on January 27, 2012, Fishenko spoke via telephone with
an employee at another Russian procurement firm, and asked him to
avoid informing Arc employees when the Russian company falsified
end user information. Fishenko stated, “[i]f you are making it
up, make it up pretty, correctly, and make sure it looks good.”
Fishenko has also repeatedly tried to conceal Arc’s
procurement function for the Russian military. For example, on
March 23, 2012, Fishenko directed an employee of a Russian
procurement firm to “make sure that our guys don’t discuss extra
information, such as this is for our military client.” In
addition, Fishenko has referenced his ties to Russia’s
intelligence services. For example, in an October 24, 2011
conversation with another Russian electronics broker, Fishenko
and the broker discussed an individual who worked at the broker’s
firm who, they believed, had been an intelligence officer with
the FBI. Fishenko stated that the man was “our [type of] person,
‘zakinuty kazachok.’” “Zakinuty kazachok” (literally “thrown
Cossack”) is a Russian colloquialism for “spy” or “secret agent.”
Finally, no bail package could adequately secure
Fishenko’s release. Fishenko’s U.S. properties and his domestic
bank accounts are subject to forfeiture as proceeds of these
offenses. Therefore, posting these properties as collateral for
a bond would provide little assurance of Fishenko’s continued
appearance.
B.

Alexander Posobilov
1.

Posobilov’s Ties Abroad Render Him a
Significant Flight Risk

As the procurement manager of Arc, Posobilov had dayto-day supervisory control over Arc’s illicit business
activities. Notably, Posobilov was arrested on October 2, 2012
immediately prior to boarding a flight to Singapore en route to
Hong Kong and, ultimately, Russia. Posobilov entered the United
States in 2001 and became a naturalized U.S. citizen in 2008. He
joined Arc in 2004. Posobilov traveled to Russia twice in 2012.
Posobilov has a former wife and daughter who live in Azerbaijan,
and a daughter in Italy, and previously held a passport from
Azerbaijan. If Posobilov were placed on electronic monitoring,
that monitoring would not prevent him from fleeing the country,
but would merely notify the Pretrial Services Agency that
Posobilov had fled after he had done so. Moreover, there is an
Azerbaijani embassy in Mexico, and if Posobilov were to flee
8
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there, he could obtain--or renew--his passport and travel from
there to Russia, Azerbaijan or elsewhere.
2.

The Evidence of Posobilov’s Guilt is Overwhelming

Posobilov has also made explicit statements that
demonstrate his intent to evade export laws and defraud
suppliers. For example, on April 4, 2011, Posobilov exchanged
emails with a U.S. vendor regarding an order for certain parts.
Posobilov indicated that the parts were for “fishing boat radar
equipment” and provided the name and address of a Russian end
user. The vendor informed Posobilov that the requested parts
required an export license for Russia and indicated that,
therefore, the vendor would need a more complete end use
statement. Posobilov then forwarded this exchange to the Russian
procurement firm, instructing them to coach the end user to
complete the end use declaration in such a manner as to
facilitate obtaining the controlled component. Posobilov wrote,
“[m]ake sure that those are fishing boats, and not
fishing/anti-submarine ones... Then we’ll be able to start
working.” In addition, in a telephone conversation on November
3, 2011 with an employee of a Russian procurement firm, Posobilov
stated that a U.S. vendor had requested end user information for
a particular order. The procurement agent replied that it would
be “difficult to provide” such information because his client was
“a serious military enterprise.” The procurement agent further
explained that the part was an electronic filter to be used in a
“training simulator.” Posobilov then responded that he had “an
end user for this kind of thing” and he would provide an end user
himself.
C.

Viktoria Klebanova
1.

Klebanova’s Ties Abroad Render Her a
Significant Flight Risk

Klebanova also has significant incentive to flee given
the penal consequences she faces and her strong ties to Russia.
Klebanova is also a naturalized U.S. citizen from Russia,
maintains a valid Russian passport and her mother currently lives
in Russia. Klebanova traveled to Russia as recently as 2011.
Like Posobilov, if Klebanova were on electronic monitoring, that
monitoring would not prevent her from fleeing the country, but
would merely notify the Pretrial Services Agency that she had
fled after she had done so.
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2.

The Evidence of Klebanova’s Guilt is Overwhelming

As with Fishenko and Posobilov, the evidence against
Klebanova is overwhelming and includes extensive electronic
surveillance. Klebanova has made multiple statements indicating
her intent to evade U.S. export controls and her willingness to
break the law. As set forth above, Klebanova obstructed justice
by repeatedly advising Apex personnel to scrub their emails of
military references. Specifically, Klebanova noted that she
would be forced to delete any emails that referenced the military
from her inbox “so there would not be any history.”
On multiple occasions, Klebanova explicitly described
Arc’s scheme to evade export laws during intercepted exchanges.
For example, on March 9, 2012, Klebanova and an employee of Apex
exchanged emails, which were copied to Fishenko and Posobilov, in
which Klebanova stated, “the problem is that the [U.S.]
manufacturer forbids [U.S. electronics suppliers] from selling
their products to us . . . however there is one ‘but,’ if there
is a stock/price listed on the website, then both distributors
will ‘close’ their eyes and let us buy the parts via the
internet.” Similarly, on March 14, 2012, Klebanova replied to an
email from an employee of a Russian firm who had asked why Arc
did not provide a quote on a particular component. Klebanova
responded by explaining, “Unfortunately, [the U.S. suppliers]
have a requirement from a manufacturer that bans them from
selling . . . positions to us because we export everything. This
problem existed for years and we haven’t been able to do anything
about it yet. However, if you can see prices and stock on the
sites of both manufacturers, they ‘look the other way’ and let us
buy positions online. But, just to reiterate - if some of the
info is missing on the web-site, there is no sense in requesting
anything- they will refuse [to sell].”
Given the overwhelming evidence against Klebanova, her
history of obstruction and her strong ties overseas, a permanent
order of detention is warranted.
IV.

Conclusion

For the reasons set forth above, the government
respectfully requests that the Court enter a permanent order of
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detention against the defendants so that they will be removed in
custody to the Eastern District of New York.
Respectfully submitted,
LORETTA E. LYNCH
United States Attorney
By:

/s/
Daniel S. Silver
Hilary L. Jager
Assistant U.S. Attorneys
Eastern District of New York
(718) 254-6034/6248
David Recker
Trial Attorney
Counterespionage Section
U.S. Department of Justice

Enclosures
cc:

The Hon. Sterling Johnson, E.D.N.Y. (by hand delivery)
Clerk of the Court (SJ)(E.D.N.Y) (by ECF)
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